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Breeding The Discus

This Month’s Speaker
will be Frank Aguirre, talking
about fish propagation/fish reproduction.

water. The water is pre-filtered
with a carbon filter, a 30 micron
By: Pat Levac, London Aquaria and a 5 micron foam filter beSociety, April 1992
fore it enters the tank. Ten perSubmitted by Annette & Ron cent water changes are perBishop, November 2012
formed daily on all tanks automatically with a timer.
Many people think of
The filter system is a
the Discus as though it was a central trickle filter with an ulpiece of priceless china. Discus traviolet sterilizer. I have also
are tough, hardy and easy to had success in a bare bottom
care for, provided the fish is tank with a sponge filter. Prodisease free and fed properly. vided the water is kept clean
All my fish are fed a beef heart and stable pH and temperabased mixture. The mixture ture, you will have success.
also contains fish, bananas,
The eggs hatch after
spirulina, kelp, ammino acids
and vitamins. This food can be three days. After hatching, the
fed to any Cichlid to improve parents can be observed movtheir heal and breeding poten- ing the wrigglers from place to
place. They will also pick up
tial.
the fry that fall and replace
The pairs are maintained them with the others.
in water of 82*F. and a pH of The fry become free
5.8 to 6.2. They are housed in swimming after anoththirty gallon aquariums with er three days. Upon
no decorations, a bare bottom becoming free swimand a spawning cone. The cone ming, the fry move
is a cemetery cone which is directly to the sides of
filled with gravel to weigh it the parents. I leave
down.
A margarine lid is the free swimming fry
glued over the opening to keep with the parents for
the gravel in.
ten days.
The hardness of the waOn the fourth
ter is only altered to increase day after becoming
the size of the spawns. Other- free
swimming,
I
wise the fish will spawn and begin adding newly
raise their young in London hatched brine shrimp

twice a day. You can tell if the
fry are eating the shrimp because their bellies will be orange.
The brine shrimp is
hatched with marine mix salt. I
add four drops of liquid vitamin
and one teaspoon of eggs to the
hatching bottle. The bottle is a
two litre plastic coke bottle.
On the tenth day, the fry
are removed from the parents
and placed in a thirty five gallon
tank. This tank contains the
same water as the parent tank.
The fry are then fed three to
four times a day with newly
hatched brine until they reach
three weeks old. At this age the
fry are moved to a fifty gallon
tank with harder water.
cont’d from page 6
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President’s Message
January is here as well as 2012. Happy New Year to one and all.
On behalf of my family to yours, I wish all the best in the future and all
the happiness that a new year can bring - like plans for the newly redecorated fish room or the big display aquarium in the living room.
The guest speaker for January will be Frank Aguirre, talking about fish propagation/fish reproduction. This will be another great talk from Frank as he has a massive amount of knowledge in
the tropical fish hobby.
We had a pot luck supper with all the members bringing their special recipes, everything was
enjoyed by everyone who came out.
We had a good response to our draws at our Christmas meeting. This year we had a bunch
of different winners instead of one big prize winner, it was good to share it all around.
The fish show for January will be in Guppies and Swordtails and Open Class and the Open
Class for Plants. The auction will be there as usual.

Happy New Year have a great 2012
January 15, 2012 CAOAC Meeting & Potluck Lunch
11:00 AM CAOAC Executive meeting Waterdown, ON
12:00 PM CAOAC General meeting Waterdown, ON
Note: Newsletter Award deadline.
All other awards are due at the February meeting.
January 15, 2012 Aquarium Society of Winnipeg

Ron Bishop
President
London Aquaria Society

The London Aquaria Society is a non-profit organization,
established in June 1956. Its main objective is to promote
interest in breeding and raising tropical fish and also to
provide a means through which hobbyists may exchange
ideas, gain information and display their fish, sharing them
in the public in the London Area.

Advertising Rates
Business Card……………….……$25.00
1/4 page…………………….…….$40.00
1/2 page…………….…………….$75.00
Full Page…………………..……..$125.00
Rates apply for a year coverage totaling 10 issues of our Newsletter. Articles in this publication may be reprinted provided full credit is
given to the Author, the London Aquaria Society and 2 copies of the published bulletin or
magazine in which the article appears, is to be
mailed to:

Please Support
Southwestern Pet Centre
1641 Dundas Street
(New Location Dundas & Saskatoon
London, Ontario
They support us!!!
519-451-7279

London Aquaria Society
P.O. Box 45010, RPO Fairmont
London, Ontario N5W 1A3
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The Little Filter That Almost Was
Submitted by Joan Lear
This story started about 30 years ago when we first started breeding
fish. The idea of an easier way to maintain a cleaner tank bottom and speed of
clean up came from observing nature. Beach sand, compact, tight fitting itsy
bitsy pieces of rocks. Once the job of cleaning and sterilizing is done (easier done in small amounts
at a time) it can be placed in your aquarium. The trick is to slope it higher in the back and lower in
the front, below the black trim. If the sand is lower than the black trim you do not see the crud
building up along the front. Cleaning is easy to siphon.
Just go along the front, keeping the hose high enough to
suck up the crud but not the sand. Control of the
siphoning water flow also helps.
As the years went by the idea of incorporating this
into a filtration system was always in the back of our
minds. We had a chance to try this out on a home made
700 gal tank. Using a cement bottom, we molded a
double ditch that connected in one corner. Then we
drilled multiple holes along the bottom, in 2 inch pvc
piping that we placed in the length of the ditches and
connected in the corner with an extended pipe
PET PARADISE
(no holes) coming up to the surface. The ends of
SUPERSTORE
the piping are also sealed off, so siphoning from
Locally
Owned
& Operated Since 1995
the pipe in the corner is easy. Pop a strong air
line with stone down the pipe to create an
LONDON’S LARGEST SELECTION OF
undergravel system. Smooth 1 to 2 inch river
PUPPIES, KITTENS, REPTILES, FISH, AND
rocks layered on the bottom to create a biological
SMALL ANIMALS
bacterial bed. A strong supreme power filter for
Full line of Pet and Aquarium Supplies
circulation and about 25 large tropical fish to look
Knowledgeable Friendly Staff
at.
Great Package Deals, Reasonable Rates
Didn't need to take this tank apart to clean
Pets Always Welcome!
the bottom. About once a month we would
RECEIVE 10% OFF FISH AND SUPPLIES WHEN
siphon a 5 gallon pail of black inky sludge YOU PRESENT YOUR AQUARIA SOCIETY MEMthrough the pipe from the bottom. Note this does BERSHIP CARD.
not include water changes, they are extra work.
Our Store Hours:
Maintenance on this tank was easy.
Mon-Fri……9:30 a.m.— 9:00 p.m.
As time went by we still couldn't let the Saturday…..9:30 a.m.— 8:00 p.m.
idea go and started to think about bringing this Sunday…..11:00 a.m.— 6:00 p.m.
idea to market. Getting it to market is another
519-432-1600
story filled with trials, obstacles, friends,
investors and business competition and always 1080 Adelaide St. North
London, Ontario
deceit and greed.
www.petparadiselondon.com
cont’d on page 5
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The Little Filter That Almost Was
cont’d from page 4

Long story short, we got to the point that we had a patent and samples and had sent them to
distributors across the USA. They were all excited, this was a very good sign for us. Two weeks
later, we were to call back when they decided amounts to order. To our horror no one would talk to
us except one. He told us there were other larger manufacturers, strong arming them into not
dealing with us at all.......We were like a plague, communication was terminated.
To bad it didn't make it out there, it could have helped the hobbyist. We are still using the
filter and the design is the same as any underground filter but its plumbing has been installed. A
conical funnel collects the crud and tubing carries it up into the power filter, where it's collected in
the filter media ready for easy removal.

166 GRAND RIVER AVENUE
BRANTFORD, ONTARIO

PHONE (519) 756-6225

FAX (519) 756-5140

www.tropicalfishroom.ca

This was the story of the little filter
that almost was.

London Aquaria Society

Quality Tropical Fish & Supplies!
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Breeding The Discus
cont’d from front page

The water is maintained at 86*F and a pH of 6.5. At three weeks of age, I begin adding the beef
heart mix with the shrimp. I gradually reduce the amount of shrimp over the course of a week until
it is eliminated on the seventh day. Once the fry are eating only beef heart, they are fed three to four
times a day until they are six months old. At this time they are fed twice a day.
Discus will begin to pair off as early as eight months and you may have some females laying
eggs at this age. However, you will
not have successful spawns until they
reach a year old. Generally the average is sixteen months before you
begin to have good sized spawns
without deformities. It is my hope
that this description will help you
keep and breed Discus as successfully
as I have.
History of Discus by Carol Roberts
Part 1: The Origins of Discus
www.discusnada.org/discus/
history.html

This graceful cichlid hails from
the Amazon River system, one of the
largest and most stable biotopes on
our planet. It was first introduced to
the hobby in the early 1930's and it's
still considered one of the most demanding and expensive freshwater
tropical fish.
The Amazon and its tributaries
are vast, covering more than 2.5 million square miles, or 30 percent of the
South American continent. In terms of
water volume, no other river on earth
comes close to it. During the rainy season, the Amazon discharges 3–6 million cubic feet of water per second into the Atlantic and accounts for 20
11 Frank Street
percent of the worldwide flow of Strathroy, Ontario
freshwater into the oceans.
N7G 2R2

Hours of Operation
Monday-Thursday
11:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Friday
10:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Saturday
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Sunday

Closed

cont’d on page 7
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History of Discus by Carol Roberts
Part 1: The Origins of Discus
cont’d from page 6

There are basically 3 types of water along the
Amazon. The loam-yellow or “white” upper Amazon, the "black water" near Rio Negro in the central
region and the green-yellow or "clear water" lower
region. The various types of water host different color varieties of wild discus.
The main body of the Amazon River is too
fast, too deep, and too silt laden for discus. In the
clearer tributaries an observer may peer down several yards, but in most of this silt-laden river system
light can’t penetrate beyond a depth of three feet.
Wild discus are chiefly found in the upper
tributaries of the Rio Negro and Rio Madiera as well as surrounding lakes created by floodwater.
The water has very low mineral content making it "soft" with a pH value usually somewhere between 4.0 and 7.0. The temperature of the water is pretty constant during the day and night, typically in the 80+ degrees Fahrenheit range and is low in nutrients.
Discus fish are so called because of their shape. They live in groups among submerged tree
trunks or roots that are exposed to indirect sunlight. The round, flat bodies of the fish evolved for
hiding in the underwater vegetation. This shape allows it to glide through the plants with ease.
Discus belong to the family Cichlidae. Cichlids are extremely diverse with many genera. The
genus we are interested in is Symphysodon, which literally means, "having teeth in the middle of the
jaw".
HECKEL DISCUS: Dr. Johann Jacob Heckel described the first Discus, Symphysodon discus heckel,
in 1840. The Heckel looks different from other Discus and is easily recognizable. Of their nine vertical bars the one through the eye, the fifth or middle bar and the caudal or tail bar are more prominent. The thick middle bar is noticeably wider than the others. This thick center stripe is always present in Heckel discus. Heckels are native to the Manaus (Rio Negro) area in central Brazil.
Symphysodon
aequifasciata aequifasciata,
better known as the Green
Discus, and described by
Pellegrin in 1904, was the
next member of the genus
to appear. They are found
in Lake Tefe and Peruvian
Amazonia.
cont’d in February
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Cyathopharynx furcifer
King of the Feather Fins
By: Chris Kaiser, London Aquaria Society, April 1992
Submitted by: Annette & Ron Bishop, London Aquaria Society, November 2011
In my collection of fish, or as my wife would say, “sea world”, I have a large number of African
species and the majority of them are usually quite willing to spawn in the same water conditions. I hope
the information I will now share with you will encourage you to raise and spawn the Cyathopharynx
furcifer and maybe all African Lake Cichlids as a whole.
When I acquired my furcifers, they were six months old and about an inch and a half long. At the
time, I had a fifty-five gallon long set up with some young Frontosa in it. I decided since they came from
the same lake, I was going to try to put them together. Everything went well for about a year, until they
outgrew the tank. I then went out and purchased a one hundred gallon which they are presently living
in. My tank now consists of of three adult furcifers, nine adolescent Frontosa, four large Rhino pleco’s
and a pair of breeding Haplochromis ahli. When keeping Africans you have to mix and match your fish
carefully. Some are quite docile while others are over aggressive and domineering. Usually the outcome
of poorly matched fish will be devastation by one or two domineering individuals. It’s very important that
you read up on, or ask someone you know in your club that has experience with Africans before you
make a purchase you might end up regretting.
As the furcifers grew up, they became more aware of each others presence, which basically consisted of a lot of posturing, sparring and chasing around. All African species display these same antics
when entering this adolescent age. This is the time when they start becoming dominant and aggressive to
each other and the rest of the inhabitants in your tank, so keep an eye on them. When I first started out
and I had five furcifers and when it was all said and done I had three. One big male and two very well
kept females. The big male killed two of the less dominant males in a period of about four weeks. Not all
African males behave this way but in the case of my furcifer male, he didn’t want it any other way. It
seems to me that the more harmful aggression was done to themselves and the rest was just territorial
skirmishes with the frontosa, which usually only resulted in minor scrapes and frayed fins.
When the male started getting down to business he was about four and a half inches long. He
would dig a deep pit about eight inches in diameter and when he was finished, it looked like a volcano.
Every time one of the females would pass near the pit, hew would change into a brilliant silvery blue, with
his long pointed edged fins fully extended out, shaking with excitement. This was quite a sight to behold.
The rituals went on for about a week and I was quite anxious. Another few days went by and still nothing. Sometimes it takes a little extra boost to get Africans to breed and this is the way I did it. I fed them
Brine Shrimp heavily for one week. Then I did a fifty percent water change and bumped up the temperature to eighty four degrees; a five degree increase. When I got up to go to work the following Monday,
low and behold, they had spawned during the night. The female carried the eggs around in her mouth
for twenty one days without any problems. At that point she was becoming quite weak so I went ahead
and stripped the fry from her mouth. To my surprise there
were only eleven fry in
her mouth but they
were all healthy. The
following spawn from
her mouthful was over
thirty and I suspect the
numbers will rise as
she matures.
cont’d on page 9
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Cyathopharynx furcifer
King of the Feather Fins
cont’d from page 8

Here’s all you have to know bout water conditions so you too can
raise and spawn furcifers or any other African species. GOOD
LUCK!!
Spawning Conditions
Salt Mixture-2 parts ocean-1 part Epson
Salt Mixture in tank-1 tablespoon to ten gallons.
Water pH-Six to nine, right out of the tap
Substrate-Dolomite (chick Grit)
Temperature-80-85 degrees
Filtration-sponge or outside power filters
Lighting-unlimited
Structure-lots of caves
Diet-high protein foods such as brine shrimp, beef heart and basic flake.
Courtship Behaviour of Guppies
By: Thomas R. Hamilton, Tropical Fish Hobbyist, December 1987

Anyone who has watched a large number of guppies swimming abut in an aquarium will have
seen the small, brightly coloured males actively courting the large, plain-coloured females.
cont’d on page 10
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Courtship Behaviour of Guppies
cont’d from page 9

Sometimes a male will persistently attempt to display in front of a female for hours on end-often with
little apparent purpose. The displays, to the untrained eye, may seem erratic and without meaning but
with a little practice, a pattern may become clear as the male repeats one display after another. There
are often a large number of interactions between males and females in a group of guppies. By carefully
observing one female as she is courted by a male, it is possible to interpret the female’s responses to the
male’s displays. A male’s apparently erratic behaviour has a function and is not a waste of energy; but to
understand the reasons for their behaviour, one must observe them in a careful and systematic manner.
Animals behaviourists who have studied guppies have described the guppy’s courtship behaviour by breaking it down into a series of specific events, each of which is described in detail below. These displays are sterio-typical and species-specific: they are characteristic of all guppies in the same way
and certain physical characteristics are common to all guppies.
Orientation Behaviour: Orientation behaviour can be subdivided into the following displays: circle,
follow, retreat and watch (Liley, 1966). Generally, a male first approaches a female from the front. If
she is moving, he may circle around her and follow from behind. His dorsal fin is usually folded at this
point. The watch display can occur if the female is stationary, or moving very slowly and the male remains in front of her with his head directed towards her and appears to be watching her.
cont’d on page 11
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Courtship Behaviour of Guppies
cont’d from page 10

If she turns, he may move to re-establish head to head orientation. Occasionally a male watching a female will slowly back away from the female; this movement is called retreating. The retreat is usually
followed by a resumption of watching. At other times, the male may circle around the female with his
head oriented towards her flanks; this is the circle display. The follow display occurs when the male
swims behind the female as she moves abut the aquarium.
The male may at any time stop watching or following to perform a gonopodium swing, another
behaviour broadly classified as orientation. To do this he swings his gonopodium (modified anal fin
used as a copulatory organ) forward and to the side of his mid-ventral line, bringing it into contact with
a pelvic fin on that side of the body. The extended pelvic fin helps to support the gonopodium while the
pelvic fin on the other side of the body remains in it’s normal position. Sometimes during the gonopodium swing, the male will distort his body into an S-shape. The gonopodium swing may occur at any time,
even if a female is not present. (Such apparently non-functional motion is called “comfort movement”
by animals behaviourists). The gonopodium may be swing to either side but some males seem to prefer
one side over the other.
Male Courtship Displays: Orientation behaviour usually initiates a series of additional displays that
immediately precede mating. They are: sigmoid display, leap, thrust, copulation attempts and copulation (Liley, 1966).
One of the most common of these courtship displays is the sigmoid display which, occurs when
the male dramatically distorts his body into an S shape. This extraordinary posture if usually held for 3
to 5 seconds while his entire body quivers and shakes. Whether this display occurs in front of the female or to her side, it is always within her field of view. As already stated, sigmoid displays of low intensity occasionally occur when the male interrupts one of the orientation displays. After a sigmoid display, the male may rapidly swim five or 10 cm (a few inches) away from the female. This movement,
which is startling in its rapidity is called a leap and is followed by the male remaining motionless for a
few seconds with his caudal and dorsal fins spread in display. Thrusting or copulation attempts often
occur soon after several sigmoid displays.
Thrusting occurs when the male rapidly swims towards the female and directs his gonopodium
towards her genital opening. The gonopodium may not actually make contact with the female. This
movement is very rapid and does not result in the transfer of sperm to the female.
Copulation occurs when the male’s gonopodium makes contact with the female’s genital opening
and remains in contact for at least a second or
two. Copulation occurs only if the male can approach the female while she is stationary (or
moving very slowly). He will move into position parallel with her and remain very close for
5 to 10 seconds. A copulation will fail if the female is unco-operative and moves away from
the male before contact can occur. Such a failure is called a copulation attempt. Copulations
are followed by repeated, abrupt movements
that are short and quick; such movements are
called jerks.
cont’d on page 12
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Courtship Behaviour of Guppies
cont’d from page 11

Female Responses and Displays: Female behaviour is not nearly as dramatic as that of the male. Often the female seems passive and unresponsive but she may in fact, be responding to the male’s advances by simply remaining stationary. The following terms have been used to describe the female’s responses to a courting male: standing, swimming, evasion, feeding, sparring, gliding and arching (Liley,
1966).
Standing is the term applied to the female when she remains practically motionless, maintaining
her position through gentile motion of her pectoral fins. Swimming refers to the most commonly observed gentle swimming activity that may be seen in a courted or non-courted female. Vigorous swimming occurs when an unco-operative female has been courted by a persistent male. Evasion is the response of a female to a male’s thrust during a copulation attempt. Evasive movements involve a quick
turning motion away from the male. Evasion may lead to fleeing if she swims rapidly away from the
male and attempts to hide in a corner or behind some vegetation. Occasionally a female may turn towards a male and attack him by charging his flaks. She may also attack other females swimming innocently in the vicinity. Attacks by a female on a courting male are called sparring.
Females receptive to male advances can be seen gliding and arching in the vicinity of the male.
Gliding occurs when the female swims very gently toward the male using very slight movements of her
caudal and pectoral fins. As she comes close to the male, she may halt, arch her body by raising her head
and tail slightly and fold her anal fin. At this point, with her body held in an arch-like position, copulation is likely to occur. During copulation, the female’s body is curved in a vertical plane so that her pelvic region is arched in a manner that will expose her genital opening to the male. Her body may be tilted
to one side while she swims, in conjunction with the male, in a tight wheel like circle. After they separate, the male performs the quick jerking movements described earlier. After copulation, the female remains quiet for a few minutes; she may drift to the bottom of the aquarium or move off to a secluded area behind some vegetation. After a short while, the female may again become receptive to courtship behaviour and the entire sequence of displays may be repeated. There is no “pair bond” in guppies: they
are exceedingly promiscuous-males mate with any available female and receptive females mate with
any courting male.
The pattern and significance of courtship displays can only be determined by repeatedly making
careful observations of many fish. Included is a flow chart showing the general sequence that can often
be observed when a male guppy is involved in courtship.
cont’d on page 13

4683 Sunset Rd
Phone: 519-782-4052
Port Stanley, ON
Fax: 519-782-3139
N5L 1J4
www.moorewatergardens.com
80 Years of Quality & Service
“Everything for the Water Gardening enthusiast”
10% discount to all Club Members.
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Courtship Behaviour of Guppies

Jar Show Fish Results

cont’d from page 12

Name

Month

Fish Name

Sponsor

Award

The
female’s responses (shown
on another flow chart) are simpler thanBigthe
male’s and are dependent upon
Annette & Ron Bishop October
Upland Swords (Xiphophorus alvarezi)
Al's Aquarium Services Best in Show
her receptiveness as well as the vigor, colour and size of the male.
Marina Moses

October

Cichlids Giraffe Cichlid (Nimbochromis venustus)

Red

Annette & Ron Bishop

October

family Galaxy Rasboras (Celestichthys margaritatus)

Red

It must be emphasized
that these
charts
are generalizations
Chris Moses
October Cichlids
Jackflow
Dempsey
(Nandopsis
octofasciatus)based upon a summary of many
Bluehours
of
observation. They can predict
the most likely sequence of events but do not include all of the possibilities.
Annette & Ron Bishop October
open Upland Swords (Xiphophorus alvarezi)
Red
Occasionally, one finds a male that does not precede a copulation attempt with a sigmoid display or a female
Annette & Ron Bishop October
open Black Tetra (Gymnocorymbus ternetzi)
Blue
that will approach a male before the male begins to display. These are unusual cases, however; the flow charts
Annette & Ron Bishop October open Lineatus
White
predict the usual sequence of displays and responses.
Studies have shown that the behaviour of the female, clearly influences the vigor of the courtship by
Jack Parkinson
October family White Clouds (Tanichthys albonubes)
Blue
males. Female gliding is a response to a courting male, particularly one that is performing a sigmoid display;
Annette & Ron Bishop October
family Ameca
splendens
White
gliding often initiations copulation
attempts
by the male. Arching occurs at the time of copulation and
probaAnnette
&
Ron
Bishop
October
family
Purple
Passion
Danios
(Danio
roseus)
bly facilitates gonopodial contact with the female’s genital opening. The behaviour of the female is dependent
Jack
October family Albino Corydoras
uponParkinson
the male.
Jack
Parkinson
OctoberDuring
familyCourtship:
Emperor Tetras
(Nematobrycon
Colour
changes in Males
Baerends
and hispalmeri)
associates (1955) studied the changes in male
Jack
Parkinson
colour
patterns

October
family They
Albino found
Bristle-nosed
Plecosmarkings
(Ancistruson
sp.)the flanks and caudal fins of the males
during
courtship.
that black
Jack Parkinson
October during
family courtship.
Rosy Barbs (Puntius
conchonius)
become
more conspicuous
They noticed
that the male’s body, in general, becomes darker
while
the red, or and
yellow patches
on his body
become
less noticeable.
Jack Parkinson
October
family Turquoise
Rainbows
(Melanotaenia
lacustris)Not all of the colour changes occur at
the
same
time
or
frequency;
their
appearance
is
apparently
dependent
Annette & Ron Bishop
April
family Cutteri Cichlid (Archocentrus sp. "Cutteri") upon the level of sexual excitement of
the
These colour
can
be observed
in -most
guppies,
however, fancy guppies that are exJackmale.
Parkinson
April changes
family
Bristle-nosed
Pleco
albinomale
(Ancistrus
dolichopterus)
ceptionally
light
or
dark,
lack
the
necessary
melanophores.
Colour
changes
are rather subtle. However, they
James Kelly
April
family Golden Julie (Julidochromis ornatus)
can be seen by a patient observer. Often the black spots on the flanks of a male seem darker after a few
Steve MacDonald
October open Multi-Guppy, male (Poecilia reticulata)
minutes of courtship. These changes are also accompanied by the appearance of a dark line that runs laterally
Jack Parkinson
family Diamond Tetra (Moenkhausia pittieri)
Red
along the body fromOctober
the gill covers
to the base of the tail.
Jack Parkinson

October

family Emperor Tetra (Nematobrycon palmeri)

Blue

Guppy Watching: The best way to induce guppies to display on cue is to isolate the males from the females
Annette & Ron Bishop October
family Butterfly Goodeid (Ameca splendens)
White
for two or three days-these fish seem to be much more responsive to each other after a period of isolation
Jack
October
family
albinofemales seem to stimulate a more vigorous response by the
fromParkinson
members of the
opposite
sex.Corydoras,
Large virgin
Shirley
October
family courtship
Split-tail Guppy
(Poecilia
males. Parke
Guppies begin
to perform
displays
10 reticulata)
to 15 minutes after being placed in a 5 or 10 gallon
Karl
Baumgarten
October
family guppies.
Goldbelly Topminnow
falcatus) they will perform off and on for severaquarium
with three
or four other
If they are (Giardinus
left undisturbed,
al hours.
of courtship
behaviour
several
males and
females are placed in the aquarium
Bob
Steele The rateOctober
family
Swordtail increases
(orange andifblack)
(Xiphophorus
helleri)
simultaneously;
the
fish
seem
most
active
when
six
or
seven
pairs
are
placed
in the same 10 gallon tank.
Bob Steele
October
family Wild Guppy (Poecilia reticulata)
There is some evidence that a chemical
(pheromone) produced by the ovaries of a receptive female and secreted into the water helps to initiate male courtship behaviour. The production of
this pheromone is cyclical and may not be released
at the time observations are made.

Name

Month

Another factor that may affect the probability of seeing all of the courtship displays is the size
of the male’s tail. A recent study (Bischoff et al.,
1985) showed that females have a clear preference
Jar Show Plant Results
for males with the largest tails and the highest display rates.
Plant Name
Sponsor
Award

James Kelly

October

open Bolbitis

Dorothy Reimer

October

open Amazon Sword (Echinodorus sp.)
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Red

cont’d on page 14
Page 13

Courtship Behaviour of Guppies
cont’d from page 13

The importance of body colour on reproductive success, however, is
unclear; one study showed that spot brightness plays little or no role
in female mate selection, while another study indicated that spot size
and colour pattern are important (Farr, 1980; Endler, 1980). I have
had the best results with large, brightly coloured males with tails of
moderate length. Veiltail males with fully developed tails, though
very beautiful, often fail to display very well. I suspect that their long tails are more of a handicap than a
help. All in all, observation of guppy courtship is fascinating to watch and can help provide the hobbyist
with greater insights into their successful reproductions.
Thanks Sharon ;0)

Gus's Guppy Jokes

Why didn’t you tell me your relatives were coming
for the holidays.

Month

Plant
Aquatic
Category Animals

Why are fish so smart?
Because they live in schools.
What is the most valuable fish?
A Goldfish.
Why is it so easy to weigh fish?
They have their own scales.
What lies at the bottom of the sea
and shakes?
A nervous wreck.
I went to the seafood disco last
week... and pulled a mussel!

Fish Categories

September

open

open

Loaches, Sucker and Catfish

October

open

open

Cichlids - substrate spawning (e.g. Angels, Kribs, Rams ...)

November

open

open

Cyprinids (e.g. Goldfish, Koi, Barbs, Danios, Sharks, Rasboras,
White Clouds, etc.)

Class

Family

Pairs

December

open

open

No Jar Show due to Christmas Party

January

open

open

Guppies, (Fancy, Trinadadian...)etc.)

February

open

open

Anabantids (e.g. Bettas, Gouramis, Paradise Fish…)

March

open

open

Mollies, Platies, Swordtails

April

open

open

Characoids (Tetras, Hatchetfish, Silver Dollars...)

Family

May

open

open

My Favourite Type Fish (any type of fish)

Pairs

June

none

none

Due to Awards Night.
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COME AND SEE WHY BIG AL’S AQUARIUM SERVICES WAREHOUSE
OUTLETS IS CANADA’S LEADING
RETAILER FOR THE
10,000 GALLONS OF FRESH AND SALTWATER TROPICAL FISH
EXOTIC GOLDFISH & FEEDER FISH
SUPER IMPORT SELECTIONS FROM AROUND THE WORLD AND
FROM OUR EXCLUSIVE FLORIDA FISH FARMS
SUPERB AQUATIC PLANTS IMPORTED FROM AROUND THE WORLD
HUGE SELECTION OF AQUARIUM AND POND SUPPLIES
AQUARIUMS FROM 20 TO 275 GALLONS
BIG AL’S QUALITY LINE OF AQUARIUM PRODUCTS, FISH FOODS AND
WOODEN STANDS
EXPERT STAFF TO HELP YOU WITH ALL OF YOUR AQUARIUM NEEDS
BEST PRICES IN TOWN, GUARANTEED

519-668-2752

10% Discount
To London Aquaria Society
Members
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